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Abstract 
In the days that personal equipment like PDAs and mobile phones being spread and used widely in 
people’s everyday life, communications between equipments and human beings have become an 
important issue that attracts people’ attentions. A lot of research has been done to help either 
equipment or human beings to better understand each other. Methodologies like user-centered 
design have been introduced to the interaction design process. Furthermore, as the increasing 
interests are arising in the field of context-aware technologies, research regarding how equipments 
that in a partially attentive user environment should help people with their everyday tasks smartly 
and timely has become important. Most findings have focused on what can be applied to a system 
to obtain information from the environment and how to establish a context of the current status of 
the environment and make it useful for the user. But seldom work has been done to discover how 
the user recognizes, interprets and understands the result from the application, in other words, how 
does an application provide the user with useful, friendly and efficient information is still lacking 
in this field. This paper aims to discover the best picture browsing patterns that should be used in 
the interactive mobile user interface design based on a partially attentive user environment. To 
concrete the goal, the picture browsing patterns were narrowed down to the combinations of 
picture display patterns and user manipulating patterns. 
 
During this work, the author had studied mobile interface design in theory, and read other 
scholars’ findings in the field of interface framework, content, size, commercial issue, etc. Based 
on that, and associated with the conclusions from the user interview and the brainstorming session, 
the author came up with some assumptions which guided him to design series of experiments to 
validate the theoretical findings. With the help from friendly users, two rounds of experiments 
were carried out and helped the author to approach the goals of this thesis, which were finding out 
the best combination of picture display pattern and user manipulating pattern, and discovering 
some guideline or trend that would inspire other designers when designing for an interactive 
mobile user interface in a partially attentive user environment 
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1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the background of this research which was based on two basic concepts: 
interactive mobile user interfaces and partially attentive user environment.  
 

1.1 Background 

Mobile technology has been attached with tags of portability and convenience since it was born. 
Mobile technologies have had a prominent progress along with the modern communication 
technologies. 2G, 3G and even 4G technologies continuously extend the scope of 
telecommunication. Devices that use mobile technology vary in appearance; they can be handheld, 
wearable, a badge or even an implant (Matt & Gary 2007, p.3). However, they share some 
common advantages and disadvantages, therefore particular properties for mobile devices and 
their services are important to be recognized. 
 

1.1.1 A mobile device and its service 

When designing for portability, a mobile device’s size and weight become key factors. According 
to the research by Huang et al, mobile devices usually have the following properties (Huang et al, 
2008): 
l Small display screen (if there is any): Some mobile devices are limited to smaller than palm 

size, as a consequence their display screens can not display much information at the same 
time. Therefore a flow-layout is usually used in mobile devices. In order to have access to all 
information in the display, users sometimes need to scroll the page or click on extra buttons 
which increase the complexity of manipulating the device. 

l Unfriendly input interface (if there is any): as all cellular phone users known, most cellular 
phones have only 12-14 keys (0-9, *, # and perhaps “cancel” and “ok” button). According to 
Georgiev et al, a cellular phone’s keypad is not a good interface for textual information input 
(Georgiev, Georgieva & Smrikarov, 2004). Moreover, some languages such as Chinese, are 
inconvenient to type in this kind of keypad. Mobile services that require lots of textual inputs 
will not be attractive in this case. 

l Small battery volume and short battery life: Due to limitations of overall size and weight, 
mobile devices’ batteries can not be too large or heavy, which restrains the power volume that 
the battery can store. With the fact that “the backlight of display panel and execution of the 
communication modules consume most battery resources in cellular phones” (Huang et al 
2008, p. 1213), power supply for mobile services are even more restricted. 

l Slow computing speed: (IDC, Mobile Phone Development 2009) Fast growing 3G 
technology, mobile phone development, and the huge amount of money invested in 4G 
technologies tell us that the development of hardware still does not fulfill people’s 
requirements in mobile devices; new mobile phone products such as Smartphone have 
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become popular among people. Users are never satisfied with even the newest products 
(T-Mobile UK, Mobile Phone Development 2010). The gap of CPU power and graphical 
computing between computers and mobiles are still distinct. 

l Slow transmission speed: Unlike wired internet services, mobile services use radio or other 
wireless medium to transmit data. The speed of transmission can not be on the same level of 
capacity as wired connections. Even the HSPA (High Speed Packet Access) data transmission 
in 3G network has only 14.4Mbit/s on the downlink and 5.8Mbit/s on the uplink, compared to 
the 100 Mbps of a common LAN (Local Access Network) data rates in 2009. 

 
One might argue that the disadvantages of a mobile device and its services can be solved in the 
future, as technology improves. However, for the current situation, the constraints listed above are 
the truths that mobile service designers have to face. When doing the mobile service designs, these 
factors should be taken into account carefully, otherwise the outcome products will be either hard 
to use or poor performance. 
 
There is an old saying “everything has the pros and cons” in English. Though owning the above 
shortcomings, mobile phones and their services still gained people’s acceptance due to their 
portability and convenience. Along with the evolution of mobile technologies, the mobile and its 
services have become an indispensable tool in our lives.  
 
People may ask, “Will the improvements in technology lead to a success in service?” The answer 
is “not really”. The unsuccessful experience of mobile web browser and mobile online game in 
earlier stages told us that the knowledge people get from internet is not compatible with a mobile 
situation. One might argue with the success of iPhone nowadays. But the iPhone’s success was 
due to not only the technical improvements but also the innovative interact experiences which are 
created by software engineers. Ben Shneiderman (Shneiderman, 2002, p.2) said “The old 
computing was about what computers can do; the new computing is about what users can do.” 
Matt & Gary (Matt & Gary, 2007, p.39) said “Successful mobile products are ones that are useful 
and usable, and provide a coherent, comprehensive user experience.” Two Korean students (Park 
& Baek, 2007) also found similar results but with the more detailed conclusion that a principle for 
designing good mobile service is that the service should attract the user’s full attention while 
manipulating, and remain simple and with minimal required interaction. From those conclusions, 
and combilned with the experience of iPhone’s success, we can find that how people use mobile 
and its services should become an emphasis of the researches in the future, since it has become a 
very important factor that determines the fortune of mobile services. 

1.1.2 Visual attention and interference theory in cognitive 

psychology 

Attention, in cognitive psychology, has been defined as concentrating on something in the 
environment while ignoring others by John Anderson in his book in 2004 (Anderson J. R. 2004). A 
well-known example of attention was the cock-tail party conversation (Bronkhorst, A. W, 2000), 
which described how people control their sense organs to selectively receive information from a 
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noisy conversational environment. As mentioned by John Anderson in earlier time (John Anderson, 
1984), there was a view of cognition, called the modularity hypothesis, which believed “each 
distinct cognitive function has distinct architectural principles”. Attention in visual was not an 
exception, which has its own models that are distinct from other kinds of attention such as 
auditory and tangible ones. 
 
There have had two models describing the visual attention. One was called the “spotlight” model 
(LaBerge, D, 1983) and the other was named the “zoom-lens” model. According to its name 
“spotlight”, it is not difficult to understand that, this model described the visual attention as a 
focus and a fringe, as well as some margin between the above two parts (Eriksen & St James, 
1986). The “zoom-lens” model was similar to the “spotlight” one, but with an additional concept 
of processing efficiency which was inverse related to the view capacity. Just like the ordinary 
camera lens, the zoom-in/out operation changes the size of vision we can obtain through the view 
window. The more we zoom in, the smaller the vision is, but the more detailed we see through the 
lens. Thus in visual attention model, the larger the focus area is, the lower the processing 
efficiency it has. 
 
The most important approach in visual attention research history was the visual search task (Trick 
& Enns, 1998). Visual search task was a typical perceptual task in which the subject needs to do a 
visual scan of the environment to find some target objects or features among some distractions. A 
common example of visual search task could be to find a distinct letter B from an image full of 
letter P. (Figure 1.1-1)  

 
Figure 1.1-1 Visual search task example 

 
The reaction time (RT) has been used widely as an important indicator in visual attention 
researches to describe how well the test subject perceives the information provided in the visual 
search task. The reaction time is related to the volume of the information the task provides. The 
large the volume is, the longer the reaction time will be. Furthermore, the complexity of the 
cognitive process would be higher if the number of distractions increases. Thus there came a 
factor called reaction time slope (RT slope) which indicates the response time over the number of 
distractions in the visual search task. 
 
There are two types of visual search tasks, feature search and conjunction search which have been 
considered as the two consequential steps. Feature search requires the subject to look for a distinct 
visual object by comparing only one feature, such as color, font or size, where the conjunction 
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search requires the subject to distinguish an object with multiple features (Trick & Enns, 1998). 
The RT in feature task is always little, because the single distinct feature can be easily sort out by 
our brain, where the RT in conjunction task is always high, since the RT slope becomes steep 
when the combination of features comes (Trick & Enns, 1998). The idea of RT and RT slope were 
inherited in this thesis work, quoted as the name “Mean Index Time (MIT)” in chapter 3. 
 
Interference theory is a psychological theory which explains some features of memory. To be 
general, interference theory describes how people remember and forget things while new things 
“come” into the brain. It explains the competition of old and new memories in the brain. The 
proactive, retroactive and output interferences are the most important interferences in interference 
theory. Proactive interference means the subject has difficulty to remember new information due 
to the interferences from the knowledge that occurred prior to the new materials. Proactive 
interference was the most common interference which has been discovered long time ago by Still. 
(Still, A. W., 1969) On the contrary, the retroactive interference means the subject forgets old 
memories due to the interferences from the new materials that obtained. (Wohldmann, Healy & 
Bourne Jr. 2008) Output interference usually happens when subject recalls some information from 
memory but forgets other information (Tulving & Arbuckle, 1966). There are short-term memory 
and long-term memory which are included in output interference. Short-term memory is much 
easier to be affected by the environment than the long-term memory, and is fading along with the 
age (Smith, 1975). The memory used in visual search task should be short-term memory, so as the 
memory involved in the two experiments, which will be described in later chapters. When learning 
the interference theory and its usage in visual attention, the author of this thesis got an inspiration 
which was, the result of the visual search task might be different if the test subject is in an 
interferential environment. Thus the author continued his literature study to this area and called 
this environment a partially attentive user environment in later chapters of this thesis work. 

1.1.3 Partially attentive user environment 

By its name “partially attentive user environment” one can understand that, this kind of 
environment appears when users do not have full or sufficient attention in doing something, or in 
other words, the users’ short-term memories are affected by interferences from environment. One 
simple example can be operating on the stereo while driving a car, the attention of the driver can 
not be fully transferred from driving into operating stereo in this case. Thus the interior designers 
make the buttons of stereo big and the display of screen clear. Some even move the buttons from 
stereo panel to the steering wheel. Researchers have done lots of studies regarding Attentive User 
Interface (AUI) during the years; people put efforts in understanding how attention would affect 
the interaction between human and computers. Eye Contact Sensor (ECS) was one of the first 
most important devices that could indict people’s attention by tracking human pupil movements 
(Jacob, R. 1995). Later on, scholars extended their researches into the mental area (Physiological 
Attentive User Interface, PAUI for short), in which they used physiological devices to measure 
humans physiological signals such as heart beat rate and pulse (Daniel Chen, 2006). The 
contributions by previous researchers told us that attention was such an important factor that it 
could never be ignored when designing either an object or a service. 
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In 1994, a new term called context-awareness was introduced by Schilit et al (Schilit et al 1994). 
The birth of the context-aware technology gives the designers -- especially mobile service 
designers -- an opportunity to reconsider their designs in a partially attentive user environment. 
Context-aware is the technology that applications or services can use to be aware of the working 
environment and the user’s needs, and then supply the users with considerate services.  
 
The main difference between an ordinary mobile service and a context-aware mobile service is 
that context-aware technology enables mobile services to better understand what the users need, 
what they are doing and what they will do, so the services will have the ability to prepare for the 
use cases, which means users do not need to do complex operations manually when compared to 
ordinary services. This property frees user’s attention a lot which creates a partially attentive user 
environment and requires the user interface to be smarter since the service gives the users the 
ability to put less attention on it. “User Interface (UI) is a part of an application that the user sees 
and interacts with.” (D. Goyal et al, 2003) Visualization plays a very important role in a user 
interface, so does the interaction. Thus, how to design the visualization of the interface, so as to 
help the user to comprehend the information provided by the interface and to make right quick 
decisions, even if the user is lacking attentions or has less notice of the interface status, become a 
very interesting topic to the author of this thesis work.  

1.2 Research area 

Visualization is quite a broad concept to the thesis topic. Text, color and etc, everything that could 
be seen by the user is within the scope of visualization. Therefore, narrowing it down to some 
concrete concepts which are applicable to be discussed is vital in this thesis. According to the 
literature study and the author’s personal interests, mobile picture browsing pattern was 
determined to be the research scope of this thesis work. Nowadays, the most popular mobile 
picture browsing patterns are parade display and thumbnail display. Research regarding to which 
display is the best for a mobile service have been done by scholars (QY. Wang, et al. 2005 and Y. 
Yoshida, et al. 2005), but seldom has referred to a situation where people have less attention in 
operating the service. Furthermore, it is also important to understand how people would like to 
interact with the mobile device physically, because people will always operate on a physical 
device even if they are using a virtual service. In the end their diverse preferences of manipulation 
might lead to different solutions for the preferred display patterns.  
 
Therefore the research area of this thesis is to understand how people behave in a partially 
attentive user environment, exemplified by designing a picture browsing application user interface 
on a mobile device. 

1.3 Research question 

In order to achieve the cited ambition, the author generated the following research question: 
Which combination of picture displaying and manipulating patterns is best for mobile 
service interface design when applying to a partially attentive user environment. Considering 
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that the word “best” was still too abstract, the research question could be adjusted to finding out 
the combination of displaying and manipulating patterns, with which users can have the 
fastest and most accurate responses when applying to the mobile service interface design in a 
partially attentive user environment.  

1.4 Research goal 

Considering the practical constraints that occurred during the execution of this thesis work, the 
author realized that, although the result from the experiments answered the research question, it 
might not cover the whole design aspects in reality. Therefore some guideline or trend could be 
helpful if they can inspire other designers in this field .  
 
In a word, the author had generated two research goal criteria consisting of a basic goal which was 
to answer the research question of this paper; and a supplementary goal which was to discover 
either some guideline or trend in design that might inspire other designers in mobile interactive 
interface design when applied to a partially attentive user environment. 

1.5 Method 

This thesis work used some explorative, hypothetical and inductive methods to achieve the goal of 
the research question. They were basically five steps: literature study, scenario design, user study, 
prototype design and experimental evaluation. 
 
l Literature study 

The initial proposed thesis direction was Mobile Interface Design (MID). But as a thesis 
topic, narrowing it down to some more concrete and deeper area was a must. This method 
was used to understand the related works that had been done by scholars within this area. 
Lots of relevant journal papers and some student papers were collected from KTH library and 
the internet. During the reading of those papers, the author relied on the journal papers and 
put his own hypothesis upon the student papers, and came up with the idea that has not been 
worked by others and fits his own interests, which was finding out the best displaying and 
manipulating patterns for mobile interface design in a partially attentive user environment. 
 

l Scenario design 
In order to better understand and to collect the important issues that might exist in the design 
procedure, the author decided to start a scenario design. A fictional context-aware mobile 
service called “Shopping Assistant” was created. This service could be used in the shopping 
environment where equipped with context-aware technology. It helps users to fast locate the 
goods they want and supports users with navigation route suggestion as well as information 
noticing service. Because the technical solution for context-aware framework was not the 
interests in this thesis, the author assumed that the “Shopping Assistant” application is 
well-developed with context-aware technology, which means this application knows exactly 
the user’s tasks and the context nearby, and could make the right pre-decisions for users 
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(users do not need to start a task session from beginning). All the things that users need to do 
while using the application is input to the user interface when some necessary choices need to 
be made. By doing so, both the author and the participants in later experiments understood 
better the purpose of this study, and helped to find out the answer to the interests of this 
thesis. 
 

l User study 
The actual design came after the scenario design. The first step of User Centered Interface 
Design (UCID) should be the user study according to David Benyon (David Benyon et al, 
2005), because this makes the real users involve in the design process, and helps the 
designers and the customers to better understand each other in advance. Brainstorming and 
surveys were used in the user study session. According to the contributions from the 
participants, conclusions were generated and were used in the prototype implementation. The 
author also came up with some pre-assumptions that were supposed to be verified in the later 
experiments. 
 

l Prototype design 
An application which simulates mobile interfaces containing multiple displaying and 
manipulating patterns was created as the lo-fi (low fidelity) prototype of this thesis. The 
prototype was used to iteratively verify the assumptions and conclusions in the experimental 
evaluations. 
 

l Experimental evaluation 
1st experiment: In order to verify the pre-assumption generated from the user study, which 
was named partially attentive user behavior distinction by the author and which described 
the differences between the normal mobile users behaviors and the partially attentive mobile 
user behaviors in chapter 3, an experiment called Interference evaluation experiment was 
designed and executed. The result of the experiment was promising, not only was the 
pre-assumption verified, but also the observation result and feedbacks from the users inspired 
the author to explore another assumption content volume variety. 
2nd experiment: The second experiment was not only intended to verify the modifications and 
the assumption from the previous experiment, but also aimed to answer the research question 
of this paper. From the analysis of the results, the author got the answer of the research 
question, as well as the experimental foundation of the future work. 

 

1.6 Limitation of the work 

The majority of this thesis work had been done by the author during the off-working time in 
6-month time. The experiments in the work were executed in a simple settled test environment. 
The factors of small number of testing groups and the less accurate time evaluated in the 
experiments made the generation of physical design solutions in this paper less possible. Thus this 
thesis is not recommended to the readers who would like to grasp accurate design solutions in 
similar requirements, but might be useful to those who are interested in the partially attentive 
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mobile user interface design and/or those who would like to get inspired from the inductive 
experimental process of exploration which is described in this thesis and use this process to other 
design factors such as color and font in their design tasks. 

1.7 Thesis outline 

Chapter 1 of this paper contains the background knowledge of this research, as well as the 
inductive procedure by which the author got his research questions and research goal criteria. 
Some methods used in the thesis process are addressed and limitation of the experiments been 
executed are discussed. 
 
Chapter 2 describes three example researches – the Physiologically Attentive User Interface, the 
Fast Photo Browsing and the Mobile Reacher Interface projects – to which the work of this thesis 
was close related. The work done by other scholars has given the author great hints to create the 
particular research goal of this thesis. 
 
From chapter 3 to chapter 6 are the actual work done by the author during the thesis procedure. 
Chapter 3 describes the pre-study work and the assumption generated from that. In order to verify 
this assumption, the author designed a first experiment called Interference evaluation experiment. 
After the evaluation and analysis of the result from this first experiment, the author optimized the 
experiment and did another one called Content Volume evaluation experiment. The result of the 
second experiment not only answered the research question, but also fulfilled the research goal 
criteria of this paper. Chapter 4 is the design of the experiments, where some basic issues such as 
purpose and experiment interval were defined. Chapter 5 is the description of the experiments 
execution, and chapter 6 is the analysis of the results. 
 
Chapter 7 summaries the whole thesis process where chapter 8 is the future work that could be 
continued for later researchers. 
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2 Related work 

2.1 Physiologically Attentive User Interface (PAUIs) 

By making use of human’s intuitive sensitivity of graphics and cognitive science, a visualized user 
interface is indubitably welcomed by its users due to the advantages of transforming complicated 
and uneasy comprehended data into the human cognitive and easy understood information 
compared to the textual or the pure data expressed interfaces. In the computer science industry, the 
visualization of information has been a very attractive and important area. With the help of 
developments in graphical processing hardware and software, the visualization in PC environment 
has reached the goals of dynamic, interactive and intuitive, which resulted in the most fascinating 
user interfaces ever. Unfortunately things are not always straight forward, the same success did not 
happen in the mobile environment. The reality of shortages in both hardware and software 
capabilities and physical restrictions seemed to be the biggest obstacles in the mobile visualization 
development field. Luca Chittaro (Luca Chittaro, 2006) compared the mobile and the traditional 
visualizations and found that the limited display resource, the varies width/height aspect ratio, the 
restrictions in hardware capability, the input peripherals as well as the low connectivity slowed the 
development of mobile visualization down. For sure, obstacles from mobile side should be blamed 
for the failure, but people also realized that the way we used mobile was something else that 
should be reviewed too. Due to the different usage scenarios between PC and mobile 
environments, mobile visualization should adapt itself to a new pattern to succeed. 
 
“Attentive user interfaces are user interfaces that aim to support the user’s attentional capacities. ” 
(Roel Vertegaal, et al, 2005) Roel and his colleagues told us what attentive user interfaces (AUIs) 
are in their paper in 2005. A key concept in the definition was that AUIs “bridge the gap between 
the foreground and periphery of user activity in a similar fashion” (Roel Vertegaal, et al, 2005). 
Most of the researches in the AUIs were regarding to the measurements or the inferences about 
sensing periphery/external attributes towards the user interface. For instance, the Eye Contact 
Sensor (ECS), which is a visual tracking system that detects the user’s pupil movements, was 
researched by serveral workers (Jacob, 1995 & Zhai, et al, 1999 & Selker, 2001). But Daniel Chen 
(Daniel Chen, 2006) extended the scope of AUIs to PAUIs, which stands for Physiologically 
Attentive User Interface. Chen intended to setup an ideal model of interruptability based on 
physiological measurement because he discovered that the user’s mental activities are usually not 
connected to the phenomenon or the appearing movements that could be sensed by external 
equipments. Thus, when reasoning about attention, he needed the physiological inputs to reduce 
uncertainty in the measurement and to avoid bias in the result. 
 
In his paper, Chen described two PAUI applications that he developed -- the PAUI cell phone 
(PCP) and the physiological Weblog (‘Plog). PCP is a cell phone that uses an eye contact sensor 
and the speech analysis to detect the user’s status. It has a preset preferences, based on which the 
cell phone calculates the cost of interrupting the user and decides whether to notify the user 
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through different ways (ring, vibrate) or not (silent). ‘Plog was a weblog which archived 
physiological data from the user through various physiological measurement devices, such as 
ECG (electrocardiogram) and EMG (electromyography), and continuously uploads data onto a 
web server through SSH protocol. By interpreting the physiological data into different 
interruptability levels, the ‘Plog can share the information with other ‘Plogs, and decide the 
availability to others, thus reduce the unnecessary interruptions and make the communication 
more efficient. 
 
Although Chen’s research does not fit in the interest scope of this thesis, he still delivered an 
important opinion which was: the user’s mental status, especially the attention and the availability, 
has essential impact to the quality of communication. This inspired the author of this thesis that 
the attention and the interruption should be very important facts that need to be considered in the 
interface design. 

2.2 Fast Photo Browsing 

A group of students did an experiment called Fast Photo Browsing on mobile devices in 2005 (Q, 
Wang, et al. 2005). They introduced three kinds of interfaces that could be used in mobile photo 
browsing, which were called Thumbnail (T), Parade (P) and Fullscreen (F) (Figure 2.2-1). 
 

 

Figure 2.2-1 Interfaces in Fast Photo Browsing Experiments1 
 
The Thumbnail interface in their experiments was a grid layout interface that had a fixed number 

                                                        
1 Quotation of pictures is approved by Andreas Paepcke from original authors group. 
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of rows and columns. This meant the total amount of the content the user could see was fixed 
(Figure A). They also replaced the standard scrollbar to a custom one, which did not accept user’s 
input and only indicated the proportion of the viewing area in the total vision. The Parade 
interface contained an enlarged centered picture which was surrounded by two rows of thumbnail 
pictures distributed in the north and the south borders (Figure B). The navigation of the pictures 
followed a trajectory of “Z” letter, and only the central picture was expanded (Figure C). The 
Fullscreen interface simply displayed the picture at the size of whole screen (Figure D).  
 
They also designed three physical interaction modalities: Click (C), Squeeze (S) and Jog (J), 
which they applied onto the three interfaces above and compared the strengths and the weaknesses 
of each combinations. 
 
The Click modality is the most common used interaction modality in mobile devices. The user has 
to explicitly click “Next” or “Previous” button to navigate between different picture collections. In 
order to test the Squeeze modality, they developed a squeeze input device. This device is a sensor 
which detects user’s squeezing pressure and controls the scroll speed of pictures in the interface. 
The harder the user presses, the faster the pictures scroll. But the direction of scrolling is 
unchangeable unless user taps the screen with a stylus. The Jog modality requires a jog dial button 
to work. It is usually placed on the side of the mobile device, operated by user’s thumb, supports 
only backward and forward navigation. 
 
Q. Wang et al evaluated the three interfaces and the three modalities in cognition and manipulation 
perspectives. They had a hypothesis that the Thumbnail interface requires the least attention focus 
where the Click modality has the most control-efficiency, and the Fullscreen interface must be 
used in a high attention focus situation. During the experiments, they estimated the performance 
and the efficiency of each combination and found out that the Jog modality performs the best in all 
three interfaces. Although they have thought about the situation when user puts less attention on 
the interface or the interaction, the results from their research were not enough to answer this 
thesis’s research question. However, the Thumbnail and the Parade interface were kept as the 
display patterns, and due to the restraints of using simulated environment, only the Click modality 
was used and the Jog modality with navigation buttons was simulated on keyboard.  

2.3 Mobile Reacher Interface 

Mobile Reacher Interface (MoRIn) was an interface, with support of user’s hand gesture control 
on a mobile device, designed by a group of Japanese students (Y. Yoshida et al. 2005). It provided 
a lot of intuitive operations to help the user release the cognitive load. By using this interface, the 
user can act on the phone as s/he is operating on a real physical object. For instance, the user can 
simply move the mobile device forward or backward to select a picture from a virtual deck of 
pictures, or rotate the mobile device as s/he is tuning the volume knob (Figure 2.3-1). 
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Figure 2.3-1 MoRIn examples2 

 
The students designed four basic operations which reflect the six Degrees of Freedom (DOF), as 
shown in Figure 2.3-2. 
 

 
Figure 2.3-2 Mobile Reacher Interface basic operations 

 
These operations could be matched to select, navigate, adjust and other similar actions in mobile 
applications. Their prototype was embedded with sensors and monitors, which could be treated as 
an application in partially attentive user environment. Restaurant Map and Automatic Dis-paper 
were two example applications given by the authors. 
 
In the experiments of their research, the authors asked the test subjects to accomplish small tasks 
like searching for assigned pictures and recorded the operation time to estimate feasibility of 
MoRIn. They also intended to evaluate the performance of MoRIn. Their research confirmed the 
technical feasibility of MoRIn, which means the gesture control in mobile devices is acceptable, 
but how the real user might want to interact with physical device is still unpredictable. This 
experiment method was kept in this thesis research to estimate the best combination of display 
patterns and manipulating patterns, but since this thesis was intend to find out how people would 
like to interact with device, and the work was restrained by time, money and other technical 
limitations, there was no real prototype of device that supports gesture control complemented. 
Instead, the method “Wizard of Oz” was used. By observing the operations of the users, the 
information of how people behave while using the gesture control was collected and analyzed. 
 

                                                        
2 Quotation of pictures is approved by Takashi Satou from original authors group. 
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3 Assumption and pre-study 

From the literature study of mobile interface design and partially attentive user environment such 
as context-aware technology, the author has had a rough assumption: user behaves differently in a 
partially attentive user environment compare to an ordinary use environment. Thus the mobile 
services used in partially attentive user environment should be different than the normal ones. To 
the convenience purpose, the author generated the expression partially attentive user behavior 
distinction for this assumption. 

3.1 Target user group 

Since the partially attentive mobile services were pretty new to the users, the author of this thesis 
believed the potential user groups at the very beginning should be young people or teenagers who 
accept new technologies more quickly and easier. In order to find out what the potential users 
might want the interface to look like, some potential users were invited to have a brainstorming 
(Furnham et al, 1995) session for the interface. 

3.2 Brainstorming and Affinity Diagram 

In the brainstorming session, five students (three males and two females) from KTH were invited 
to sit together and discuss what they thought the interface for a partially attentive mobile service 
should look like. For them to understand the differences between an ordinary mobile service and a 
partially attentive mobile service, the author introduced the fictional “Shopping Assistant” service 
to them, and described the main differences when using the new service compare to ordinary 
service – which were the less attentive and lacking control of the application status. After the 
brainstorming session, 25 ideas for the new interface design were collected (see Appendix 1). 
Then 5 out of the 25 ideas were selected to be the main suggestions which were related to the 
research question by using the Affinity Diagram (Karen Holtzblatt et al, 2005, Figure 3.2-1). They 
were “allow fast locate”, “allow fast input”, “allow gesture control”, “different colors to separate 
display areas” and “friendly feedbacks”.  
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Figure 3.2-1 Affinity Diagram 

 
After summarising the results from the brainstorming session, manipulating methods and 
displaying patterns were found to be the most concerned issues for potential users, which was the 
same as the author expected after the literature study. Based on the findings above, a questionnaire 
was carried out to gather more information of people’s opinions about how the user interface 
should look like (Appendix 2). 20 students from KTH were asked to finish the questionnaire 
because the author believes that they are close to the target user group who are willing to try new 
technologies and furthermore, they are willing to share the experiences in mobile interaction and 
make contribution to it. Their answers were reorganized as follows: 
 
1. 65% of users (13 of 20) preferred audio reminders such as a jingling than haptic reminders 

such as vibrations, where 25% (5 of 20) preferred the haptic ones and 10% (2 of 20) chose 
neutral. Thus audio should be used as the main reminder approach. 

2. A short description of what the choice is about and why the choice is needed should be the 
most important and helpful information that users require. 

3. A system recommendation is a good idea if possible. 
4. 40% of users (8 of 20) wanted the touch screen and 25% (5 of 20) wanted the navigation 

buttons (3 of these 5 users suggested circular navigation buttons like iPod button). The rest 
chose neutral.  

5. Thumbnail pattern was the major browsing pattern which was chosen by 60% of users (12 of 
20). The rest chose parade or the combination of those two. 

6. 80% of users chose vertical scrolling where 20% chose neutral. 
7. 90% of users (18 of 20) showed interests in gesture control, and would like to try if that is 
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implemented. 
8. Users thought pitch and slide (Figure 3.2-2) could be a good idea for gesture control. 

 
Figure 3.2-2 Pitch and Yaw in gesture control 

 
As we can see from the conclusions, the thumbnail pattern was still the major pattern, but the 
parade pattern was also worth to try; the touch screen did not overwhelmingly defeat navigation 
buttons, support for both should be the current strategy in the interface design; the gesture control 
was a new manipulating pattern that users wanted to try. Based on the findings above, the author 
designed three user interfaces which applied to the thumbnail and the parade (horizontal and 
vertical) patterns respectively, and each interface allowed user to manipulate by touching the 
screen, pressing navigation buttons or using gestures. The goal was to find out which displaying 
pattern and manipulating pattern was the best combination for a mobile service interface in a 
partially attentive user environment. 
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4 Design of experiments 

4.1 Purpose of the experiments 

Interactive design is not a straightforward process but iterative loops in which real target users 
should be involved. Evaluation is an important part in interactive design. In order to find out the 
answer of the research question of this thesis, which was finding out the best combination of 
display and manipulating patterns for a mobile service interface in a partially attentive user 
environment, it was essential to let the users to try the different combinations in such a partially 
attentive user environment. Before diving into the phase of verifying the best combined patterns, 
the author decided to first verify the assumption from the pre-study, which was the partially 
attentive user behavior distinction, thus an experiment called Interference evaluation experiment 
was designed and executed to see if the attention factor really matters when user interacts with 
mobile services. With the analysis of results from the first experiment, the author came up with 
another assumption named as content volume variety. The author then made some changes in the 
application and another experiment named Content Volume evaluation experiment was carried out 
to verify the modifications and the new assumption. Furthermore, the second experiment also was 
aimed to find the solutions of the research question of this paper. 

4.2 Task-based evaluation 

A task-based evaluation is the evaluation that requires the evaluators to accomplish small tasks 
which are aimed to discover usability problems from the product. The Interference evaluation and 
the Content Volume evaluation were basically task-based evaluations, because they required the 
test subjects to do small tasks. But since the prototype was a low-fidelity one which did not 
represent the look and feel of the real application, the tasks were not aimed to find the usability 
problems but to provide the facilitator an opportunity to observe the test subject’s operations and 
reactions by using the prototype. 

4.3 One-day experiment interval 

It is common sense that people usually gain experiences in recognizing pictures that they are 
familiar with. For the purpose to avoid the matter, which would affect the accuracy of evaluation, 
the author introduced at least one-day interval into the test cases. This was used to let the test 
subjects forget the pictures they saw in previous tests. Orders of test interfaces and manipulating 
patterns were also randomly chosen, to lower the impact of increasing experiences of recognizing. 
One might ask, “why not use different pictures every time to avoid this matter?” The author did 
consider this alternative, but it was denied later because the author needed to compare and 
evaluate the results from the experiments. The irrelevant pictures would create uncertainty in the 
comparison of results among different test subjects. This uncertainty would be not acceptable in 
the evaluation. 
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4.4 Visual search based tasks 

As described in chapter 1.1.2, the visual search task has been considered as the most important 
research approach in visual attention area. The tasks used in the experiments of this thesis work 
were basically visual search tasks too, but with differences in the following aspects: 
 

1. Visual search task requires subject to find one (feature search) or multiple distinguish 
features (conjunction search) from many features in a picture, such as locate a “B” from a 
matrix of “P” in the picture (Figure 1.1-1). The tasks used in the thesis experiments 
required subject to find a distinguish picture from many other pictures. Thus each picture 
in the experiment was like a letter in the visual search task, and the target picture was the 
letter “B” in this case. 

 
2. Visual search task provides a picture that covers all the information the subject needs, but 

the tasks used in the experiments in this thesis required the subject to navigate to view the 
all information. Thus navigate operations were needed by the subject. During these 
operations, test subjects had to face the interference both proactively and retroactively. 
Just as described earlier in this paper, proactive interference prevented test subjects to 
recognize new pictures and retroactive interference caused test subjects to forget the past 
pictures during navigation. Both of these interferences slowed down the speed for the test 
subject to locate target pictures in the experiments.  

 
3. At the meanwhile, since the pictures were not shown to the test subject at once, the 

subjects needed to store the pictures in their memory temporarily, hence there involved 
the short-term memory concept. Since the short-term memory capacity varies for different 
people, we need to understand that, the experiment results were highly depended on the 
individual test subjects. For this reason, the limitation of the experimental parts of this 
thesis work should not be ignored (see chapter 4.6). 

4.5 Software design 

The screen size of the “Shopping Assistance” mobile application was chosen to be 240*320 pixels 
according to the research by mobiForge (mobiForge). Three interfaces, which were horizontal 
parade display, vertical parade display and thumbnail display were developed as below (Figure 
4.5-1).  
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Figure 4.5-1 Lo-fi prototype interface with three display patterns 

 
Each interface allowed the user to manipulate in three ways: using navigation button, using touch 
screen and using gesture control. 
l Using navigation button: this was the most common two dimensions navigating button that 

been used in most mobile phones. Uses can navigate by pressing up, down, left and right 
buttons, and select/unselect by pressing the central button. 

l Using touch screen: user can drag the screen and navigate to where he/she wants, single click 
equals select/unselect. 

l Using gesture control: nothing else can be more suitable for natural mapping to take effect 
here (Donald A. Norman, 2002). The operations for gesture control are basically 2 
movements: slide and pitch, where pitch movement defines “select/unselect” functions and 
slide movement defines navigation. 

4.6 Limitation of the experiments 

There were several limitations need to be pointed out: 
l Since the research was not aimed to create a good mobile image browsing application, but to 

compare and evaluate the user’s experiences towards the different display and manipulating 
patterns, and due to constraints such as time and technical support, the author did not 
implement the prototype in a real mobile device; instead a simulated user interface in PC 
environment was designed.  

l In order to simulate the effect in a real situation that distraction might exist while users are 
manipulating with device, asking irrelevant questions and doing extra tasks were used as the 
distraction methods to get the similar interferences.  

l The evaluations were done in front of the computer screen, so the physical interactions such 
as the gestural control was also simulated. 

l The chosen test subjects in the evaluations were all students due to some practical reasons. 
Although they came from the target user group of “Shopping Assistant” service, but whether 
they can cover the whole group or not was still a question that needs to be sorted out. 

l Since most test subjects were not native English speakers, the interferences added by the 
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facilitator in evaluations were somehow different from real situations. Non-English test 
subject needs to first translate the interferences into his/her own language, which causes an 
extra step compare to the real environment where users only responses to their own 
languages. This extra step increased the inaccurate of the evaluation results. 

.
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5 Execution of experiments 

5.1 Observation environment 

The experiments were executed through the procedure of observation. Some evaluations were 
done in the post-analysis of the recorded user performance raw data. The post-analysis of data are 
described in details in next chapter. Observation was done by each test subject and a facilitator 
(thesis author). The observation environment was set up as shown in the following Figure 5.1-1. 
 

 
Figure 5.1-1 Observation Environment Settlement 

 
There was only one test subject in each experiment process, the author as an inspector as well as a 
facilitator sat in the 10 o’clock direction in front of the test subject, to observe the subject and the 
mobile device in his/her hands. Beside the facilitator was located a computer screen which 
displayed the simulated mobile interfaces. The test subject sat right in front of the screen, 
watching the screen and manipulating with the device in its hands. On the left side was a list of 
candidate pictures from which the facilitator chose and asked the subject to find on the Computer 
Screen. It is worth mentioning that in the first several rounds of the experiment, the author did not 
provide this list of candidate pictures. Instead of doing so, the author described the picture and 
asked the test subject to find according to his/her own understandings. The result from those first 
several iterations showed that the differences of individual cognitive time (the time spend on 
recognizing a picture from textural narrating or a bunch of other pictures) caused the time 
spending on allocating pictures varied a lot. This cognitive time was too big to ignore when 
analyzing the result, and was not relevant to the purpose of the experiment. Thus in later 
observations, a list of pictures was provided directly to reduce the impact of the time spent on 
cognition process. 

F 
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5.2 Interference evaluation experiment: 

The purposes of this experiment can be described as the following two aspects: 
1. Verifying the assumption from the literature study, which was so called partially attentive 

user behavior distinction. 
2. Observing the test subject’s actions and gathering feedbacks from them about the display 

patterns and manipulating patterns they had used during the experiment process. 

5.2.1 Composition of test subjects 

There were four students invited as the test subjects in this evaluation experiment. Two of them 
were from Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) and majored in engineering, where the other two 
were from Stockholm University (SU) and majored in business. The reason for this composition of 
test subjects was to avoid the bias of either too much engineering perspectives or too much 
non-engineering perspectives. As the author said in section 4.6, there was a limitation of choosing 
only students as the test subjects, but since they are young and are interested in trying new mobile 
services, the author believed that those people can represent the target user group of the Shopping 
Assistant application.  

5.2.2 Experiment steps 

In this experiment, the two participants (the subject and the facilitator) sat in the observation 
environment as described above. The procedure consisted of two steps -- without and with 
interferences. When the first step started, the facilitator assigned a picture from the candidate 
picture list and showed that to the subject. The subject then was asked to find the picture as fast as 
s/he could by using an appointed combination of display and manipulating pattern. The facilitator 
recorded the time as soon as the subject started searching on computer screen. The facilitator also 
had to observe the subject’s actions and ask for opinions about the combined patterns when the 
subject completed his/her tasks. There were three display patterns and three manipulating patterns 
in this experiment, so the subject had to use nine combinations of different display and 
manipulating patterns. The searching repeated for five times. Each time the facilitator assigned a 
new picture and the order of pictures displayed on simulated mobile interface was re-rendered 
randomly. This was aimed to reduce the impact that subjects gained experience of recognizing 
picture locations during each searching. In this case, each subject did 45 iterations of searching in 
the first step. This first step gave the subjects an overview about how the interface looks like and 
trained them a bit about how to use the interface. 
 
The second step of this experiment seemed to be exactly the same as the first one but added with 
some interference. The facilitator in this step was not only facilitator and observer, but also an 
interferer. He disturbed the subjects by asking them irrelevant questions or letting them to finish 
extra tasks during the operating. The examples of the interference questions and tasks can be 
found in Appendix 3. 
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5.2.3 Interference effects 

It is worth mentioning that the way to create interference which distracted the subject’s attention 
had been changed during the experiment process. The author has gained some experiences of 
interferences effects on the operating as well. As mentioned in chapter 1.1.2, the memory used in 
visual search task was short-term memory, which is easier to be affected by environment. In the 
beginning of this step, the facilitator turned on a TV and asked the subject to listen to it while 
operating. When the searching was done, the facilitator let the subject to repeat what the TV was 
shown. The author expected the programs shown in TV would give a disturbance to the test 
subjects, so that they would somehow be distracted which causes the test environment a partially 
attentive one. The performance of subjects from the first several iterations showed that they 
seemed to ignore the TV during the operating, because nearly none of them could repeat the 
content in the TV. This phenomenon told the author that, it is very common for a user to centralize 
its focus while using a mobile service even if the interference from environment exists. Most users 
seemed to have the ability to filter out the disturbance. But does this mean the partially attentive 
user environment never occur? The author would rather say no because the TV is a passive 
interference to the test subjects. They can easily ignore the TV and focus on searching which 
makes the environment not partially attentive. The author decided to alter the way of creating 
interference from passive to active, which means the main task for the subjects was then finishing 
small tasks, but searching for pictures was still required and measured at the same time as a 
comparative index to the non-interfered ones.  
 
The small active tasks which created interferences had been changed during the experiment too. 
The feedbacks from the test subjects showed that, since most of them are not native English 
speaker, doing tasks in English was a bit tricky. This might not be the case when they use a real 
mobile service where native languages can be used. This distinction was another limitation that 
mentioned in section 4.6. Because of this, the results of experiment in the beginning varied a lot 
from different subjects. Subjects whose mother tongue is English or are fluent in English got less 
response time than those who used English as a second language. Since it was not applicable for 
the facilitator to execute the experiment in the subject’s native language, some compensation must 
be made to reduce the impact of language translation. To interfere the test subjects, making them 
think and/or talk were the easy and efficient ways. There were several alternatives that could 
distract the test subject while doing the experiment, such as answering irrelevant questions and 
doing mathematical calculations. The facilitator let the subject himself to choose his preferred way 
of interference and believed that the choice made by the subject itself could reduce the impact of 
the language transformation which should not happen in real cases, but this issue was still 
remaining as an X factor to the result of this work. 

5.3 Content Volume evaluation experiment: 

After summarizing the feedbacks from the test subjects and the user behaviors observed from the 
Interference evaluation experiment, combining with the result from the time analysis, the author 
modified the lo-fi prototype and carried out another experiment called Content Volume evaluation 
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experiment. 
 
Similar to the previous one, the Content Volume evaluation experiment had mainly three purposes: 
1. Verify the modifications of the lo-fi prototype; make sure the changes are improvements to 

the interfaces. 
2. Verify the assumption generated after Interference evaluation, which was called content 

volume variety. The details of how this assumption was generated are described in the next 
chapter. 

3. Give an answer to the research question and find out some guideline or trend in the partially 
attentive mobile interface design which fulfills the research goal criteria of this thesis. 

5.3.1 Composition of test subjects 

Since the Content Volume evaluation experiment was going to verify the improvements from the 
first evaluation experiment, the participants of this experiment should not have any prejudgment 
or expectations on the new prototype. The author invited six new students to do the test. Alike the 
first experiment, these six subjects consisted of three male students and three female students. Half 
of them (two males and one female) were engineering students while the other half (one male and 
two females) were majored in business. All of these six students were interested in trying new 
technologies and services. So the author believed, again, these six subjects could represent the 
target user group of the “Shopping Assistant” mobile service application. 

5.3.2 Differences between Interference and Content Volume 

evaluation experiments 

Since the focus of this experiment was no longer the interference but the factor of different content 
volumes used in interface, the interference was treated as a compulsory condition that applied to 
the observation environment. The facilitator acted as an interferer again, just like what he did in 
the second step of the previous experiment. Subjects needed to find the assigned picture through 
interfaces containing different content volumes. 
 
Only the vertical and the horizontal parade interfaces were changed to support different content 
volume. The number of columns/rows was set as an attribute. Different number means different 
content volume within the display frame for the user to recognize. These changes made the parade 
interfaces have the similar effects as the Thumbnail interface has, so the thumbnail interface was 
not used in this experiment anymore. Furthermore, according to the conclusions from the first 
experiment, gesture control manipulating pattern was hard to perform. Thus in this experiment, 
gesture control was discarded too. 
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5.3.3 Content Volume levels 

There were three different Content Volume levels (low, medium and high) in the interface, 
corresponding to one, two and three rows/columns of pictures displayed in interface. One can 
always argue that whether these settings were suitable or not, but the purpose for the author to 
design the volume levels like this was not to find out a perfect suitable fixed Content Volume for 
the Shopping Assistant service, but to find out a trend that can be applied to the design process of 
partially attentive mobile services. Furthermore, since the prototype was a simple lo-fi one and the 
observation environment was pretty simple too, it was not practical to get a very much accurate 
number result from the experiment procedure. 

5.3.4 Experiment steps 

The entire experiment for each subject could be treated as three iterations of sub-experiments in 
sequence. Each sub-experiment used one of the three Content Volume levels in the interface. Like 
in the Interference evaluation experiment, the facilitator first assigned a picture from the candidate 
pictures list to the test subject, and then asked the subject to do some interference tasks. When 
doing the tasks, the subject was requested to find the assigned picture through the simulated 
mobile interface as fast as possible. While recording the time, the facilitator also observed the 
operations of the subject during the searching process in each iteration. 
 
The sub-experiments followed the ascending order of the Content Volume levels, which was from 
low to high. The reason to place the sub-experiments in an ascending of Content Volume levels 
was: the subjects might gain experiences of using the interface, and the Content Volume level high, 
compare to level low, required the subjects to put in more attention. If the subject used the Content 
Volume level high in the beginning, which means s/he would have no experiences of the interface 
at all, the cognitive time (discussed in section 5.1) and dealing with larger amount of data would 
create too much pressure to the subject. This pressure would affect the accuracy of the searching 
time, and made the time much longer than it should be. Likewise, if the Content Volume level low 
was placed in later iterations, the subjects would have more experiences in the interface, but 
dealing with a small amount of data. This would make the time spend on searching short than 
expected, and enlarge the inaccuracy of measured spending time. 
 
So in the first sub-experiment, the facilitator asked the subject to use a low Content Volume 
interface -- which means only one row or column of pictures -- to do the searching. This interface 
was almost the same as the parade display pattern in Interference evaluation experiment, but with 
some slight changes in the picture spacing and border. After the first iterations, the subjects 
inevitably should gain some experience in using the interface. Same tasks were then repeated as 
those had been done in the previous iteration, but using a medium Content Volume interface, 
which contained two rows/columns of pictures in every page. Finally came the high Content 
Volume interface, containing three rows/columns of pictures.  
 
Each iteration contained two display patterns and two manipulating patterns, which were four 
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combinations. For each combination, the subjects needed to search for five different pictures while 
doing the interference tasks. In this case, one subject had to repeat the task for 20 times in each 
sub-experiment, which were 60 times in an entire experiment. 

5.3.5 Content Volume factor 

The Content Volume, as discussed above, was specified into three different levels, from low to 
high. It seemed that different display patterns with the same Content Volume level should have the 
same content volume, but the truth was no in these experiments. Since the simulated mobile 
screen’s size was 240*320 on PC, the height of the screen was bigger than the width, which means 
that the vertical parade display could include more pictures on a single page than the horizontal 
parade display did, as shown in Figure 5.3-1 and Figure 5.3-2. With the Content Volume level low, 
the horizontal parade displayed screen contained two pictures while the vertical one contained 
three. This one number distinction increased to two when applying to the Content Volume level 
medium, and even increased to three in the Content Volume level high. 
 

 
Figure 5.3-1 Horizontal Parade display pattern with Content Volume Level low to high 

 

 
Figure 5.3-2 Vertical Parade display with different Content Volume Level low to high 
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One might ask that, “Will this distinction in number of pictures affect the final result of evaluation 
experiment?” or “Is the Content Volume level factor suitable to be the variable of this evaluation 
experiment?” The author agreed that the Content Volume was different even if the Content Volume 
level was the same, but the author also believed that using Content Volume level as the variable of 
this evaluation was suitable. Because in this observation environment, the prototype was a simple 
lo-fi one and the measurement of time recording was not that accurate (due to small number of test 
groups), plus this experiment was not aimed to find out a fixed perfect Content Volume for 
Shopping Assistant application’s interface, but to get a trend where the data behaves, then to 
finalize some guideline which leads people to think when designing a partially attentive mobile 
service such as the Shopping Assistant application. 
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6 Experiment results 

6.1 Targets of analysis 

As was told in previous chapters, a partially attentive mobile service should have the possibility to 
supply users with thoughtful information, even if the user has limited attentions on it. Disturbing 
the user as little as possible is the key to this kind of service. Technologies such as context-aware 
technology can offer the application as much information as it can obtain, but sometimes the 
application still needs the user’s input or verification to make a decision. When this happens, the 
author believed that the speed for the user to take action should be the fact the designers need to 
concern while developing the service interfaces, since the speed reflects how well the user 
understands the service interface and how quick he could interact with it. To reduce the time 
spending on manipulating the service, the interfaces should not only be legible and friendly, but 
also fit people’s usage patterns. The research question of this thesis was to find out the best 
combination of display and manipulating patterns for the interface, thus the time spent in locating 
items through each combination was the main value been estimated. 
 

6.2 Results of experiments 

6.2.1 Interference evaluation experiment result 

Four student test subjects were invited to evaluate the impact of interference towards the 
manipulating time in the first experiment. They were told to accomplish tasks of finding assigned 
pictures as fast as they can through the interfaces by using different pattern combinations. For 
each combination, the subjects repeated the same task for at least five times. Apart from 
estimating their spending time which excludes the shortest and longest times, the accuracy of the 
responses to the interference was also recorded. The facilitator recorded the time durations spent 
on each searching and noted whether the subject has completed/passed his/her major task (answer 
irrelevant questions, doing mathematic calculations or etc) or not during each search. The 
accuracy of responses was calculated using the formula in below: 
 

Accuracy  =  NumberOfPassedTask / NumberOfTotalTask 
 

The opinions and suggestions for each combination of display and manipulating patterns were 
noted as well, as the principles for optimizing the prototype for later experiments. 
 
Because the user’s operating time was quite related to the positions of the target pictures in the 
picture sequence, the author took the index of the picture into consideration and introduced a 
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value called MIT (Mean Index Time), which indicates the mean time that a user spends on 
each picture while operating. MIT was similar to the concept “Reaction Time Slope” mentioned 
in paragraph 1.1.2. The results can be shown in the following charts. 

 
Chart 6.2.1-1 MIT average for each test subject 

Chart 6.2.1-1 is the comparison of the four test subjects’ average MIT over all pattern 
combinations. From the chart we can see that the average MIT with interference (marked as int.) 
was higher, but not overwhelmingly than the one without interference (marked as no int.) for each 
subject. While observing, the author found that when the subjects encountered interferences like 
reading or listening, they could omit the impact and concentrate on operating the system. This 
meant that the subjects stopped or paused the reading/listening task while operating the system. 
This made the similarity of MITs in the results. But when the interference like subjects need to 
answer questions involved, their MITs went up remarkably, and the accuracy of response was 
directly proportioned to the difference in MIT (Table 6.2.1-1). The bigger the gap between the two 
MIT (MIT difference) was, the higher accuracy the subject responded. 
 

 MIT(int.) MIT(no int.) MIT diff. Accuracy 
Subject1 0.38 0.35 0.03 56.84% 
Subject2 0.44 0.31 0.13 81.25% 
Subject3 0.57 0.54 0.03 62.22% 
Subject4 0.64 0.50 0.13 77.78% 

Table 6.2.1-1 Accuracy of response compare to MIT difference 
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The results above indicated that the interference indeed affected subjects’ operations towards 
mobile applications, especially when they could not stop or pause their concurrent activities. 
 

 
Chart 6.2.1-2 MIT average for different display manipulating combinations 

 
The chart above is the average MIT for each combination from the four subjects. Some results we 
could get from the chart were: 
1. If there was no interference, the combination of Vertical Parade display and Navigation 

buttons got the shortest MIT. This fits the current mobile interface display and human 
operating behaviors. 

2. The Vertical Parade display got least average MIT (Table 6.2.1-2) whenever the interference 
existed or not. This gave the author the hint that Vertical Display might be the most popular 
and user-friendly display pattern. 

3. Although the statistics for manipulating patterns were obtained, the best performed 
manipulating pattern was still hard to tell due to the imperfect implementation of the 
prototype mobile interface and the simulated test environment in the experiment. 

 
  MIT(int.) MIT(no int.)   MIT(int.) MIT(no int.) 
HP 0.57 0.47 Navi 0.45 0.32 
VP 0.47 0.35 Touch 0.54 0.48 
TH 0.48 0.46 Guest 0.52 0.47 

Table 6.2.1-2 MIT for each pattern 
 
According to the observation during the experiment and the test subjects’ suggestions, the author 
decided to refine the prototype implementation as follows: 

MIT average for combinationsSecond 
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l User’s operations should scroll a whole page instead of only one picture. 
l The amount of content displayed on each page could vary according to total amount of 

content. 
 
These changes introduced a very interesting question to the author afterwards, which was “would 
the total amount of pictures that can be chosen by the user be a very important factor?” The 
answer can be found out in the next experiment result. 

6.2.2 Content volume evaluation experiment result 

In this experiment, the author invited six students (three males and three females) to be the test 
subjects. Same to the previous one, subjects were asked to find the assigned pictures as quickly as 
they can through different display interface by using different manipulating patterns. 
 
There were three Content Volume levels in the evaluation: Low (one row), Medium (two rows), 
and High (three rows). The subjects had to locate the target pictures in different volume level 
interfaces. There was an assumption: In an interfering environment, the content volume should be 
an important factor that affects user’s recognition speed. The larger the volume is, the more the 
attentions which the users are required to put into the operation are, thus the more difficult for a 
user to fast locate an assigned picture. But also, the larger the volume is, the more the information 
the user could obtain without further operations is. This contradiction inspired the author that, to 
find out a suitable content volume for the partially attentive mobile service should be a very 
interesting topic in this experiment. The following table shows the average MIT time for each test 
subject while using different context volume level display patterns (Table 6.2.2-1). 
 
  HP+Navi VP+Navi HP+Touch VP+Touch 
  L(2) M(4) H(6) L(3) M(6) H(9) L(2) M(4) H(6) L(3) M(6) H(9) 
#1 0.54 0.41 0.29 0.40 0.31 0.59 0.94 0.83 0.40 0.62 0.30 0.36 
#2 0.28 0.13 0.23 0.22 0.16 0.24 0.30 0.27 0.25 0.65 0.15 0.16 
#3 0.30 0.20 0.18 0.29 0.12 0.11 0.36 0.18 0.14 0.35 0.17 0.13 
#4 0.26 0.20 0.20 0.22 0.15 0.11 0.35 0.22 0.21 0.23 0.18 0.13 
#5 0.36 0.20 0.19 0.29 0.48 0.25 0.36 0.18 0.17 0.38 0.24 0.33 
#6 0.44 0.30 0.22 0.36 0.20 0.26 0.46 0.42 0.17 0.58 0.23 0.27 

Table 6.2.2-1 Average MIT for different test subjects in Content Volume evaluation experiment 
 
The Table 6.2.2-1 above gives us an impression that 21 of the 24 test groups (exceptions are the 
group 1, 2 and 5 in VP+Navi mode, circled in table) came out with a fact with the lowest level 
content volume but requires the longest MIT ∗.  
 
This was because the subjects would need to browse more pages to view all the pictures. From this 
we could assume that the single row/column displaying might not be suitable for fast picture 
browsing in a partially attentive user environment due to its long operation time spend on 

                                                        
∗ The darkest background cells are the ones with longest MIT where white background cells are the shortest MIT’s.  
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browsing. 
 
When summarized the subjects’ average MIT values and considered only the Content Volume 
factor, another table shown as follows was carried out (Table 6.2.2-2): 
 

CV Low Medium High 
Subject1 0.62 0.46 0.41 
Subject2  0.36 0.18 0.22 
Subject3  0.33 0.17 0.14 
Subject4 0.26 0.19 0.16 
Subject5 0.35 0.28 0.23 
Subject6 0.46 0.29 0.23 
Average 0.40 0.26 0.23 

Table 6.2.2-2 Average MIT for different Content Volume of test subjects 
 
One can see from the table that except for the subject2, all other subjects got a decreased MIT 
when the Content Volume increased. Theoretically from mathematical perspective, the MIT 
should become half and one third of the original MIT when Content Volume doubled and tripled, 
but when comparing the average MIT values for different CV levels, we got a slightly bigger 
value than expected. 
 

Rates* Low Medium High 
Subject1 1 74% 66% 
Subject2 1 50% 60% 
Subject3 1 51% 43% 
Subject4 1 71% 61% 
Subject5 1 80% 67% 
Subject6 1 63% 51% 
Average 1 65% 58% 

Table 6.2.2-3 Decreasing Rates of MIT Percentage for Different CV of test subjects 
 
The table above (Table 6.2.2-3) shows the percentages of MIT for CV Medium and CV High 
compared to CV Low. The MIT for CV Medium decreased to 65% which was 35% lower than CV 
Low, and the MIT for CV High decreased to 58% which was 42% lower than CV Low. The MIT 
for CV Medium and CV High decreased as assumed in the beginning of this experiment, but was 
still 15% and 25% higher than expected. Thus from Content Volume Medium to High, the MIT 
reduced by 7%. One might think that the Content Volume High would be better in the partially 
attentive user environment due to its lowest MIT value, but before get to this conclusion, we need 
to take the accuracy of subjects’ responses to interference into account. 

                                                        
* The rate is calculated by the formula Rate (X) = MIT (X) / MIT (Low) , where X is either Medium or High. 
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Chart 6.2.2-1 Accuracy of responses to interferences 

The Chart 6.2.2-1 above shows the average accuracy of the test subjects’ response. When the 
Content Volume increased from Low to Medium, the accuracy decreased from 95% to 92.5%, 
which was just a slight reduction. But when the Content Volume increased to High, the accuracy 
decreased significantly to 70%. The subjects sacrificed the response accuracy in order to locate the 
assigned pictures quickly. This result was not surprising but educational. The author thus has had 
another assumption from this experiment: Users have cognition limitations which restrict the 
amount of information they can handle and a good designer should take this factor into 
consideration seriously when designing a mobile application for a partially attentive user 
environment. Because a tiny loss in accuracy in one step might cost the user more time to sort out 
the faulty spot in later steps.  
 
After summarizing the MIT from Table 6.2.2-1, the values of average MIT of Horizontal Parade 
and Vertical Parade were generated as shown in Table 6.2.2-4. 
  

MIT HP VP 
Low 0.41 0.38 
Medium 0.30 0.25 
High 0.22 0.22 

Table 6.2.2-4 Average MIT for different display patterns in different Content Volume 
 
Adding the information of accuracy got from different display patterns (Table 6.2.2-5) and 
considering the number of pictures in each page for different Content Volume level, a chart (Chart 
6.2.2-2) describing the relationships among the display patterns, MIT and the response accuracy 
was created. 
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Accuracy HP VP 
Low 0.9 1 
Medium 0.9 0.95 
High 0.6 0.8 

Table 6.2.2-5 Accuracy for different display patterns in different Content Volume 
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Chart 6.2.2-2 2D of MIT and Accuracy for different display patterns 

 
The X-axis of the data points shown in the chart is the MIT of each display pattern. The smaller 
the value is, the faster this display pattern is. The Y-axis is the accuracy of responses when the test 
subject used this particular display patterns in a certain Content Volume. The numbers beside the 
data points are the number of pictures in each page corresponding to each Content Volume level. 
The intention was to find out a display pattern that has low MIT and high accuracy, which should 
be found in the upper-left corner in the chart. As we can see, there are more square data points in 
the upper-left corner in the chart. The MIT of Medium VP (Vertical Parade in a Medium Content 
Volume level, corresponding to the square point with number 6) was a little bit longer (around 
0.03 second) than the MIT of High VP(square point with number 9), but the accuracy was also 
higher (from 80% to 95%). Even if taking the Content Volume factor into account, the Medium 
VP and High HP have had the same number of pictures in each page (both contain 6 pictures in 
each page), but High HP got even worse performance than Medium VP. From these, a conclusion 
can be made that the Vertical Parade has had better performance than Horizontal Parade in the 
Content Volume evaluation experiment, which means that the Vertical Parade display pattern 
resulted in shorter MIT and higher response accuracy. Consider the usage in partially attentive 
user environment and the users would have less focus on the application, accuracy should be more 
important in this situation. Thus the Vertical Parade display in Medium Content Volume should be 
the best choice in the Shopping Assistant application. 
 
The author also did a comparison between the two different manipulating patterns shown as 
follows: (Table 6.2.2-6, Table 6.2.2-7) 
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MIT Navi Touch 
Low 0,33 0,46 
Medium 0,24 0,28 
High 0,24 0,23 

Table 6.2.2-6 MIT for different manipulating patterns in different Content Volume 
 

Accuracy Navi Touch 
Low 95% 85% 
Medium 100% 85% 
High 85% 6% 

Table 6.2.2-7 Accuracy for manipulating patterns in different Content Volume 
 
The results can be seen (from Chart 6.2.2-3) that Navigation Button manipulating pattern has 
shorter MIT and higher accuracy. 
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Chart 6.2.2-3 2D of MIT and Accuracy for different manipulating patterns 
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7 Conclusions 

Before we can get a conclusion from the experiment results, it is better for us to review the 
processes of this thesis work and the logical consequences from the two experiments first.  
1. When the initial direction of the thesis was settled, the author began to read articles and 

collect corresponding research documents. Although there were many papers toward the 
mobile interface design and attentive user interface design, there were not many researchers 
who had invested much efforts in the partially attentive interface design, thus after the 
two-month literature study, the research question of this thesis was determined as to find out 
the combination of displaying and manipulating patterns, with which partially attentive 
users can have fastest and most accurate responses. 

2. After the research question had been settled, it was the time to explore the answer to it. The 
author decided to exemplify the research question and designed a mobile interface prototype 
that applied to the required user environment. According to the methodology of interactive 
design, to allocate the target user group was the first step the author should take. The author 
then did scenario design towards the fictional mobile service that the designed interface was 
applied to. Brainstorming and Affinity Diagram were used to collect wild and creative design 
suggestions from the real potential users. With the help from the real potential users, the 
author came up with a partially attentive user behavior distinction assumption. In order to 
verify this assumption, the author created the first version of the mobile interface prototype, 
and designed an Interference evaluation experiment. 

3. The execution of the first experiment has given the author experiences of observation. The 
results from evaluation not only supported that the assumption generated earlier was correct, 
but also invalidated the usage of gesture control in such a simple experiment setting with a 
lo-fi prototype. The author was inspired by the test subjects in the first experiment as well and 
came out with another assumption: content volume variety. After some optimizations in the 
prototype application and the re-adjustment of measuring factors, the Content Volume 
evaluation experiment was carried out. 

4. The Content Volume evaluation experiment was the experiment that aimed to find out the 
answer to the research question of this paper. The results stated in previous chapter seems 
have declared that the combination of the Vertical Parade displaying pattern with a 
Medium Content Volume and the Navigation buttons manipulating pattern was the best 
combination in the Shopping Assistant application. But the author started to consider that 
this result might was too related to the predefined conditions of the prototype. The real design 
solutions should be much more complex and cross related to other factors such as colors, 
fonts of text, etc. This means the exemplified results of this experiment should not give too 
much answers when applying to a more general situation. But a trend the author discovered 
during the thesis should be recognized as another positive conclusion, which was when 
designing mobile service interfaces in a partially attentive user environment, it is important to 
take the cognitive process load of the user into account and make a proper information 
deliver to the user according to the total amount of the information. To make an abstraction of 
this expression, the proper information delivery could be used. 
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5. As the author mentioned in the research goal paragraph (section 1.4), there were two goal 
criteria that need to be fulfilled: to answer the research question and to discover some 
guideline or trend. By evaluating the test results from the second experiment, the basic goal 
was achieved. Although the experiment did not provide the author accurate design solutions to 
more general situations, a trend called proper information delivery was another positive 
result which made the supplementary goal fulfilled. 

 
Therefore, the result from the experiments has made a conclusion to this thesis. The combination 
of the Vertical Parade displaying pattern with a Medium Content Volume and the Navigation 
buttons manipulating pattern was the best for the Shopping Assistant application. When applying 
to a more general situation, which means a partially attentive user environment, there should be 
more issues such as cognitive process that need to be considered, but a trend of deliver the 
information to the user properly should always be valid. 
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8 Future work 

Similar works regarding to human computer interaction on mobile interface had been done by 
others during the years. Many of them were quite illuminating. For instance, Katie et al did some 
experiment in the text font and the icon size that should be suitable on a personal digital device 
(PDA) (Katie et al, 2005) and Tero Hakala et al in Nokia research center contributed their efforts 
in evaluating new display format (Tero H, et al. 2005). People do have made lots of progress in 
this field, but seldom of them have considered the situation under partially attentive.  
 
Although this thesis work was intended to make the partially attentive environment into account 
from the beginning, the limitations in the experiments were still obvious. Small amount of testing 
groups and less accurate time estimations made the results binding to only the very circumstance 
in the particular design. A need to seek out a more accurate answer of the research question for a 
more common design has popped out. Combined with the research results achieved by other 
workers in fully attentive environment condition, some interesting new researches which apply to 
partially attentive environment condition could be arised. Color, font and even cognitive process 
which were skipped by this thesis author could be good examples for the future work. 
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Appendix 
Appendix 1 
Ideas collected from Brainstorming 
1. more pictures than texts 
2. icons or components should be bigger and simple 
3. do not need too much information but only essential ones 
4. friendly feedbacks 
5. allow voice control 
6. allow gesture control 
7. voice noticing 
8. voice manipulating 
9. hints for service status 
10. dynamic displaying 
11. mobile status in application should be insist of mobile status outside application 
12. highlights the icon while events happen (vibrate, small movements) 
13. adjust size for components if different screen size 
14. allow fast locate 
15. allow fast input 
16. less steps to operate 
17. touch screen 
18. actively show results, pop up bubbles 
19. geo-information with shop information 
20. reminder of purchasing 
21. adjustable changeable icons 
22. customized menu icons 
23. different colors to separate display areas 
24. line gradient for colors 
25. customized colors, backgrounds or themes 
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Appendix 2 
Questionnaire to gather opinions for operating the service 
Assume that you are using a new mobile service which is “smart” that it knows what you might 
need and always thinks ahead of you. There is an example of the mobile service and a scenario of 
usage: 
“You have a mobile which has installed a new mobile application called ‘Shopping Assistant 
(SA)’. This application can give you suggestions of purchasing and help you find out the items 
you want to buy in a shopping area. Different from ordinary mobile applications, this new 
application is equipped with context-aware technology, which enables the mobile to know what 
you need and what you can find in the shopping area.  
On Saturday morning, you go to galleria or other shopping mall to spend your day there. The SA 
knows that you are short of food in your fridge so when it detects supermarkets nearby, it reminds 
you about its findings. You might be doing something at the same time like chatting with friends 
or speaking on the phone, so when you receive the reminder, you just have a quick glance to the 
screen and do a fast operation to the service and then continue with your own work. The 
application will do the rest for you.” 
Assume that you have SA application installed in your mobile and encounter a scenario like 
above: 
1. * What do you think is the best way to be reminded if you are concentrating on something? 

(like watching or listening to something) 
2. * What about if you are speaking on the phone?  
3. * What about if you are walking? 
4. If you need to make a choice quickly from a bunch of items, what kind of information do you 

think is helpful for you to make the decision? 
5. Which browsing pattern do you prefer? (Thumbnail, Parade or if you have any other ideas) 
6. If you need to scroll the display, which direction do you prefer? (Horizontal or vertical or 

others?) 
7. If you think gesture control is a good idea, will you use gestures to interact with the service? 
8. If you will use gestures, what kind of gestures do you think is good to be detected? 
 
(Questions marked with “*” could collect opinions about physical interaction modes that user 
prefers, which are very useful information for context-aware mobile service designers, though 
they are not quite related to the interface design in my research question.) 
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Appendix 3 
Interferences during evaluation 
 
Interference 1: assuming test subject is talking with someone 
1. How are you? 
2. How’s going? 
3. Long time no see, where have you being these days? 
4. How is your ……? 
 
Interference 2: assuming test subject is listening to radio 
Play a radio clip for the subject, and ask him/her the brief idea about the content in the end. 
 
Interference 3: assuming test subject is thinking 
Let the subject to answer mathematical questions under 100. 


